At The Leading Edge of Protection

MK Stairsafety Systems
MK Engineering Services Ltd is a design, engineering and manufacturing company which specialises in practical and effective engineering solutions for the construction industry.

The MK designed and patented Stairsafety System provides a unique temporary edge protection solution for use on all open stairwells and landings. Based on a modular system of telescopic rails, multi-angle swivel pillars and newel fittings, the handrail and barrier sections can be used on all kinds of pre-formed concrete and timber construction staircases as well as on concrete slab flooring and steel beam constructions.

The MK Stairsafety System is simple to configure to most staircase designs and quick to install. No specialist training is required for installation as all the pillar sections and bars can be fixed without the need for ladders or working platforms. A wide range of telescopic rail sections and pillar clamp options are available making this system the most versatile, adaptable and cost effective way to deal with all your on-site edge protection issues.

The MK Stairsafety System is engineered in a wide range of flexible configurations suitable for most types of stairwell construction project

- Solutions for both wood and concrete constructed buildings
- No tools required for assembly
- Lightweight, and robust
- Reconfigurable and reusable
- Suitable for use with virtually any staircase design
- Easily transportable from house to house or site to site
- High visibility powder coating
- Provision for kick-boards
- Designed and tested to exceed BS EN 13374 – Temporary edge protection systems